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Wikipedia’s founders could not have dreamed they were creating the most important
laboratory for social scientific and computing research in history, yet Wikipedia has
had an enormous effect on academic research.

Twenty years ago, Wikipedia’s founders could not have dreamed they were
creating the most important laboratory for social scientific and computing research in history. And yet that is exactly what has happened. Wikipedia and its sister projects have launched a thriving scholarly literature.
How thriving? Results from Google Scholar suggest that over six thousand
scholarly publications mention Wikipedia in their title and over 1.7 million
mention it somewhere in their text. For comparison, the phrase “Catholic
church”—an organization with a nearly two-thousand-year head start—
returns about the same number of mentions in publication titles. In under
twenty years, Wikipedia has become one of the most heavily studied organizations of any kind. To the extent that Wikipedia research is a field of
study, what major areas of investigation have been pursued in the field
so far? What are the big discoveries? The most striking gaps? This essay
addresses these questions and considers some of the most important directions Wikipedia research might take in the future.
The State of Wikimedia Research
In 2008, Mako Hill was about to start his first year as a social science graduate student at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology where he hoped to
study, among other things, organizational processes that had driven Wikipedia’s success. Mako felt it would behoove him to become better connected
to the recent academic scholarship on Wikipedia. He was also looking for a
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topic for a talk he could give at Wikipedia’s annual community conference,
called “Wikimania,” which was going to be hosted by the Library of Alexandria in Egypt. Attempting to solve both problems at once, Mako submitted
a session proposal for Wikimania suggesting that he would summarize all of
the academic research about Wikipedia published in the previous year in a
talk entitled “The State of Wikimedia Scholarship: 2007–2008.”
Happily, the proposal was accepted. Two weeks before Wikimania, Mako
did a Google Scholar search to build a list of papers he needed to review. He
found himself facing nearly eight hundred publications. When Mako tried
to import the papers from the search results into his bibliographic management software, Google Scholar’s bot detection software banned his laptop.
Presumably, no human could (or should!) read that many papers.
Mako never did read all the papers that year, but he managed to create a
talk synthesizing some key themes from the previous year in research. Since
then, Mako recruited Aaron Shaw to help create new versions of the talk on
a yearly basis. Working together since 2008, the two authors of this chapter
have collaborated on a “State of Wikimedia Scholarship” talk nearly every
year. With a growing cast of collaborators, we sort through the huge pile of
published papers with the term “Wikipedia” in their title or abstracts from
the past year. Increasingly, we incorporate papers that analyze other communities supported by the Wikimedia Foundation. Each time around, we
select five to eight themes that we think capture major tendencies or innovations in research published in the previous year. For the presentation, we
summarize each theme and describe an exemplary paper (one per theme)
to the Wikimania audience.
Over the first twenty-years of the project’s life, Wikipedia research has
connected researchers who have formed a new interdisciplinary field. We
have each coordinated the program of the International Symposium on
Open Collaboration (OpenSym), a conference started in 2005 as WikiSym.
As part of this work, we helped coordinate papers in a track dedicated to
“Wikipedia and Wikimedia research.” Each year the Web Conference (formerly WWW) hosts a workshop that focuses on Wikipedia and Wikimedia
research. Since 2011, volunteers have helped create a monthly “Wiki
media Research Newsletter” which is published in English Wikipedia’s newsletter The Signpost and provides a sort of monthly version of our annual
talk. The Wikimedia Foundation runs a monthly “research showcase” where
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Figure 11.1
Number of items returned for Google Scholar for publications containing “Wiki
pedia” in the title by year of publication.

researchers from the around the world can present their work. There is an
active mailing list for Wikimedia researchers.
As the graph in figure 11.1 suggests, these venues capture only a tiny
fraction of Wikimedia research. Our attempt to characterize this body of
research in this chapter draws from our experience preparing the annual
Wikimania talk each year and from our experience in these other spaces.
Like our Wikimania talk, this chapter remains incomplete and aims to provide a brief tour of several important themes. Others have published literature reviews of Wikipedia and Wikimedia research which make attempts
to provide more comprehensive—
although still limited—
approaches.1
Our experience watching Wikipedia scholarship grow and shift has led
to one overarching conclusion: Wikipedia has become part of the mainstream of every social and computational research field we know of. Some
areas of study, such as the analysis of human computer interaction, knowledge management, information systems, and online communication, have
undergone profound shifts in the past twenty years that have been driven
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by Wikipedia research. In this process, Wikipedia has acted as a shared
object of study that has connected a range of disparate academic fields to
each other.
Wikipedia as a Source of Data
Perhaps the most widespread and pervasive form of Wikipedia research is
not research “about” Wikipedia at all, but research that uses Wikipedia as a
convenient data set to study something else. This was the only theme that
showed up every single year during the nine years that we presented the
“State of Research” review.
In 2017, Mohamad Mehdi and a team published a systematic literature
review of 132 papers that use Wikipedia as a “corpus” of human-generated
text.2 Most of these papers come from the engineering field of information
retrieval (IR) where the goal is to devise approaches for calling up particular
information from a database. Wikipedia is useful for a wide range of tasks
in IR research because it provides a vast database of useful knowledge that is
tagged with categories and metadata—but not in the typically “structured”
way required by databases.
Another large group of examples comes from the field of natural language processing (NLP), which exists at the intersection of computer science and linguistics. NLP researchers design and evaluate approaches for
parsing, understanding, and sometimes generating human-
intelligible
language. As with IR, Wikipedia presents an opportunity to NLP research
because it encompasses an enormous, multilingual data set written and categorized by humans about a wide variety of topics. Wikipedia has proven
invaluable as a data set for these applications because it is “natural” in the
sense that humans wrote it, because it is made freely available in ways that
facilitate computational analysis, and because it exists in hundreds of languages. Nearly half of the papers in Mehdi’s review study a version of Wikipedia other than English, and more than a third of the papers look at more
than one language edition Wikipedia.
Recently, Wikipedia has spawned a large number of “derivative” data
sets and databases that extract data from Wikipedia for studying a wide
variety of topics. Similarly, a large body of academic research has focused on
building tools to transform data from Wikipedia and to extract specific subsets of data. One of the newest Wikimedia projects, Wikidata, extends these
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benefits by creating a new layer of structured data that is collaboratively
authored and edited like Wikipedia but that formally represents underlying
relationships between entities that may be the topics of Wikipedia articles.
As Wikipedia and Wikidata continue to grow and render ideas and language
more amenable to computational processing, their value as a data set and
data source to researchers is also increasing.
The Gender Gap
In 2008, the results of a large opt-in survey of Wikipedia editors suggested
that upward of 80 percent of editors of Wikipedia across many language
editions were male. The finding sent shockwaves through both the Wikipedia editor and research communities and was widely reported on in the
press. Both the Wikimedia Foundation and Wikipedia community have
responded by making “the gender gap” a major strategic priority and have
poured enormous resources into addressing the disparity. Much of this
work has involved research. As a result, issues related to gender have been
a theme in our report on Wikipedia research nearly every year since 2012.
One series of papers have aimed to characterize the “gender gap.”
This work adopted better sampling methods, adjusted for bias in survey
response, and in at least one case, commissioned a nationally representative sample of adults in the United States who were asked about their
Wikipedia contribution behavior.3 Some recent projects have also begun to
unpack the “gap” by looking at the ways in which it emerges.4 Although
this follow-on work presented a range of different estimates of the scope
of the gap in participation between male and female editors, none of the
work overturned the basic conclusion that Wikipedia’s editor base appears
largely, if not overwhelmingly, made up of men.
Another group of studies examines different gender gaps, including gaps
in content coverage. For example, research has found that women and people of color are systematically less likely than similarly notable white men
to have articles.5 Other work has shown that Wikipedia’s content tends
to suffer a range of gender biases and gaps as well—for example, by using
terms and images that tend to reflect existing gender bias.6
Some work has also connected explanations of the gender gap among
contributors to inequality and bias in articles. Existing Wikipedia communities may deter women and others from editing and may define and
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enforce criteria for article creation in ways that differentially impact articles
about or of interest to women.7
The work on the gender gap in Wikipedia began with a strong focus on
gender inequality within Wikipedia and among Wikipedia editors. More
recent work has sought to understand how Wikipedia content may reflect
underlying inequalities and patterns of stratification in the world in other
ways. This work has shown that, by studying gendered and other types of
inequality in Wikipedia, we can learn about some of the mechanisms of
social stratification more broadly.
Content Quality and Integrity
Research into content quality and integrity on Wikipedia has also been
an enduring focus of Wikipedia research. In a 2005 piece that is one of
the most widely discussed examples of Wikipedia research (see chapters
2 and 12), Jim Giles at Nature ran an informal study distributing a set
of Wikipedia and Encyclopædia Britannica articles to experts and asking
them to identify errors in each.8 The expert coders found about the same
number of errors in each group, leading to the conclusion—surprising
at the time—
that Wikipedia articles might be comparable with those
produced by professionals and experts. The early Nature study has been
reproduced in larger samples with results suggesting that, over time, Wikipedia typically surpasses general encyclopedias like Britannica.9 Perhaps
more influentially, the template of the Giles study has been repeated over
and over again in various knowledge domains that include drug information, mental disorders, and otolaryngology—just to name several topics
in medicine.10
Of course, quality itself is much more complicated and multidimensional than the sum of factual errors in a sample of articles. A number
of studies have tried to assess quality in other terms. Some consider the
relative neutrality of articles on contentious topics.11 Others look for the
absence of important information. Wikipedians regularly evaluate the quality of their own articles in terms of comprehensiveness, writing style, the
number and reliability of references, and adherence to Wikipedia’s own
policies. There have been a series of attempts to adapt these types of quality
measures quantitatively. This work seems to indicate that although Wikipedia is enormous, many topics are covered in ways that are superficial.12
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Overall, this body of research has shown the quality of the material that is
covered is high.
Some of the most exciting work on these issues has examined the social
processes that lead to relatively higher or lower article quality. For example,
although quality and viewership of articles are related, a few recent studies
have measured the degree to which topics are “underproduced” relative to
readers’ interest.13 Another paper shows that articles on contentious topics
edited by more ideologically polarized editors tend to become higher quality than those with less diverse editor groups.14 Other work has sought to
understand how readers of Wikipedia perceive quality.15 In an era where
factual information is increasingly contested and polarized, this line of
inquiry offers the promise of general insights into the means of producing
and sustaining reliable, high quality public knowledge resources.
Wikipedia and Education
Early on in its ascendance, many viewed Wikipedia as a threat to educational authority and a source of dubious information. Initial research on
Wikipedia in education documented the ways that students used Wikipedia
and, in general, suggested that students were relying on Wikipedia heavily
as a first stop for information on a given subject. For many teachers, Wikipedia’s open editing policy made its content inherently problematic, if not
inherently incompatible, with formal institutions of teaching and learning.
The study of Wikipedia in education has evolved enormously. In part,
educators have changed their attitudes about the site, and some studies
have attempted to document these shifts.16 The focus of academic writing
about the pedagogical role of Wikipedia is no longer on the questions of if
students use Wikipedia or how to discourage them from doing so. Instead,
researchers of Wikipedia in education now focus on how to engage students
in contributing to Wikipedia as part of course work.
Partly, this change seems driven by the success of the Wiki Education
Foundation—a spin-off of the Wikimedia Foundation that supports instructors of higher education in incorporating Wikipedia into their classes (see
chapter 20). Numerous papers and book chapters now document these experiences. One example from psychology describes the way that ninety-three
students in an introductory human development course helped to improve
Wikipedia coverage of basic information on human development.17
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Viewership
The large majority of research on Wikipedia has focused on its content and
the social systems that produce it. But Wikipedia isn’t only an enormous
corpus created by millions, it is also one of the top ten most popular websites on earth—visited by billions of people each year. In 2007, the Wikimedia Foundation started publishing data that summarized what visitors to
Wikipedia have looked at. This data has now led to a large body of research
on the viewership of the encyclopedia.
Some work on viewership takes advantage of Wikipedia’s general usefulness and uses those pages that people visit as an index of how people
allocate their attention. For example, the Snowden revelations led to chilling effects where people became systematically less likely to look at certain
sensitive topics.18 Other studies have used Wikipedia viewership data to
predict the prevalence of illnesses and influenza, box office revenue, election results in a number of countries, or simply to capture a zeitgeist.19
Scholars have also combined data on Wikipedia viewership with editing
data to understand the relationship between the consumption and production of knowledge. Some early work in this area considered whether viewership related to participation in editing and content quality.20 Others have
tried to model relatively complex dynamics through which viewers become
editors to help produce the encyclopedia.21
Organization and Governance
When Wikipedia was first founded, one of the most urgent areas of inquiry
focused on the organization and governance of the project. Seminal work
by Yochai Benkler, author of chapter 3, suggested that Wikipedia used technology to organize knowledge production in transformative ways. Since
then, research on the organization of Wikipedia has grown steadily, often
in an attempt to explain its arguably shocking success.22
Research has sometimes treated Wikipedia as a community of communities to investigate collaborative processes. For example, both article-level
collaborations and organized editing efforts in the form of WikiProjects have
attracted extensive research. Perhaps not surprisingly, WikiProjects appear
to struggle with many of the same kinds of organizational challenges that
affect collaborative efforts elsewhere.23 Many studies of organization within
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Wikipedia have found creative ways to document and describe otherwise
familiar patterns and have sometimes revealed distinctions between more
familiar organizational practices and those pursued in a large, distributed,
online volunteer effort like Wikipedia.
We have been involved in some related work that challenges the “stylized facts” about Wikipedia’s organization and that has suggested some
of the ways that Wikipedia’s mode of organization and governance may
be limited.24 We also advocated for comparative studies that look beyond
Wikipedia—
and English Wikipedia in particular—
to draw more general
understandings of the organizational processes involved.25 Wikipedia includes
hundreds of more-or-less completely distinct language communities with
different experiences and with different degrees of success. For instance,
several papers—ours and others’—undermine the widespread perception
that Wikipedia’s style of organizing does not entail hierarchies or other patterns of entrenchment among early community leaders.26 A small number of studies have engaged in comparative work that studies Wikipedia
across numerous language editions, illustrating the diversity of collaborative dynamics.27
As a large population of organizations, Wikipedia offers a data source
of exceptional granularity. Nevertheless, scholars continue to struggle to
understand how Wikipedia is like and unlike more traditional organizations. We still know little about when the experience of traditional organizations will be instructive to Wikipedia. For example, in our own work
we found that an attempt to import newcomer socialization practices with
a long history of success in traditional organizations seemed to have little
effect on newcomer retention in Wikipedia.28 In a related sense, we still
know little about when the things we learn about organization in Wiki
pedia will—or will not—translate into other spaces.
Wikipedia in the World
The metaphor of a laboratory that we used in our introduction depicts
Wikipedia as somehow isolated from the rest of the world. However, Wikipedia affects the world in important ways as well. Some exciting studies
have investigated specific aspects of this relationship.
The earliest versions of this work simply documented the ways that
Wikipedia became increasingly integrated into many people’s everyday
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lives. One striking example from 2009 described the growing rate at which
legal opinion and published law relied on citations to Wikipedia to establish facts about the world in hundreds of legal opinions in the US district
courts and courts of appeals.29 Other work looks at how Wikipedia content
is increasingly syndicated into other places and suggests that an enormous
portion of all successful internet searches would be failures if Wikipedia did
not exist.30
Given its prominence in search engine rankings, a group of scholars—
primarily economists—have come to Wikipedia as a platform on which to
run experiments on the world. For example, one group improved a random
set of articles about small European cities and showed that tourism traffic
increased relative to a control group whose articles were not improved.31
Another study showed that improving a randomly selected set of Wikipedia
articles about scientific studies tends to increase the citations to the studies
mentioned in the articles and tends to shape the language that subsequent
research studies use when they describe the cited work.32
These studies do more than show that Wikipedia is important, although
they certainly do that. They provide important evidence in favor of particular theories of information diffusion, and they document the way that
knowledge is created and spreads. In this way, Wikipedia provides not only
a laboratory for studying social processes but acts as a key piece of laboratory equipment for studying social behavior “in the wild.”
Conclusion
Insights about how the largest volunteer effort in the world have managed
to produce the largest encyclopedias in history will continue to advance the
frontiers of scientific knowledge. Understanding how Wikipedia and projects
like it work can help us organize other parts of social life more effectively.
We conclude with an invocation to researchers to think about Wikipedia even more and in even broader ways. Wikipedia is the most influential and widely accessed free information resource on the internet as
well as the most widely used information platform in human history. As
such, Wikipedia merits comparisons to other epochal transformations in
how humans collect, organize, store, and disseminate ideas. It deserves
the scholarly attention it has received. In particular, understanding how
and why communities like Wikipedia manage to mobilize vast numbers of
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volunteers and sustain such high quality, large-scale information resources
means looking beyond the boundaries of Wikipedia to conduct comparisons, impact evaluations, and more. That ought to keep us all busy for at
least another twenty years.
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